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Greetings for this summer Chimes issue. Summer is typically a time to
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change routines in our individual lives and church life. So, the choir takes
some well deserved time off. People go on vacations. Committees don't
meet. But worship and the stewardship needs of the church continue so
keep up as best as you can. But it is good to have life simplified.
In these comments for The Chimes I want you to consider simple things.
Granted, life can be complicated to be sure. Yes, countless people are experiencing life-changing trauma, disease, tragedy, and Injustice. I won't diminish that. These life-occurrences complicate lives tremendously. At times
forever. However, there are things that are simple in life but we still complicate them.
Hairstyles and Christianity! How's that for an earth-shattering illustration
of traumatic, unfairness of life? Bear with me for there is some relevance in
terms of simple concepts, such as one's hairstyle and the teachings of Christ,
even in the midst of stress, tension and grief.
Hairstyles can consume considerable time. As a young boy I had zero
concern about my hair. I wore it in a butch cut. Period. Usually my Dad cut
it. As a teenager in the mid-1950s I began to pay a little more attention. I
probably discovered girls. I tried various styles: flat tops, ducktails, etc. I
forced my hair into odd configurations that were hard to handle but I
thought looked ''cool.''
For the next few years my hairstyle was decided by the Army, Navy and
the Marine Corps. After 1966 I was free once again to experiment and to let
my hair grow longer. Consequently, in college I fit right in.
In my next life I was a prison guard with the State of California. Again I
had to conform to a more professional standard. I was again arranging my
hair in unusual styles when one day I washed it and merely combed it
straight back to let it dry as I drove to work. Remarkably, it stayed perfectly
in place, combed straight back. That was how it wanted to be all those
years. And still does.
I promised this had something to do with insight into simple Christianity.
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Over these two thousand years adherents of our religion have greatly complicated what Jesus taught. I'm not sure Jesus would even recognize what
has been done to his teachings and the church that he established. People
have tried to force and mold the faith into what it isn't.
Jesus gave us simple commandments: (not easy but simple!) love one another as he loved us, practice peace, love justice, worship and praise God,
feed the hungry, clothe the naked, give drink to the thirsty, and visit the sick
and the prisoner among many teachings. I think that's what Jesus meant for
his church to be and do.
Christians have spent these twenty centuries complicating Jesus' simple
teachings and contriving styles of Christian practice with a hodgepodge of
division, distrust, complicated practices, exclusiveness and pride. Throughout the ages, to this very day, some absolutely hateful and violent behavior,
all in the name of Jesus, have caused many heads to literally roll because of
failure to follow the ''official line'' of someone else's definition of the
Church and incomprehensible Christian doctrines.
In this new world we find that struggling with our hairstyle is not as important as we once thought. Likewise, I think Jesus sheds some tears over
our Christian divisions and inflexible religious practices which are equally
inconsequential. This is a day when we need to hear the message of the
simple good news of Jesus Christ.
Following a divisive, vulgar presidential election campaign we need to
hear this good news. Some in our nation are so conflicted they are ready to
cast blame on anyone different than themselves. Yes, we need to hear the
good news of Jesus Christ. We need to be challenged to put beliefs into
practice to make a better world and to become better people in response to
the teachings of Jesus. Instead, I'm afraid that many folk are turned off by
the ''silliness'' of what some church folk think is so critical to the ''true religion,'' which means their brand of religion.
I encourage you to ''let your hair down'' and quit tinkering and seek God
and serve him. I encourage you to find a new sense of mission. Let us, as
the First Congregational Church, reclaim our mission to the world and not
let the world smother us with negativity, racism, fear and duplicity. Keep
searching. It's exciting. It's simple. You may even find a new life style.
The peace and future of this new, sometimes terrifying world depends
upon it.
Pastor Jerry

REPORTS
Council...
Does anyone need to be reminded that summer has arrived? It made its debut during the record-breaking heat wave that engulfed us for a full week.
Nevertheless, our church is forging ahead with plans for the July 4th pie
and ice cream social, plus other activities during the coming season.
Our talented choir is taking a well-deserved summer break, but special musical interludes will take place each Sunday. The recent duet by Chris Lombardi and Regina Jensen was most delightful.
Our pastor-search committee is making progress and welcomes suggestions
about what emphasis it should focus on during the coming weeks.
In the meantime, keep calm, COOL, and collected!
Jim Lenhoff
Moderator

Trustees...
May 10, 2017
One of the old sheds was removed June 15th and hopefully the other one
will be soon.
We will be leasing the Sunday school rooms to the YMCA. They would
like to expand their children's and other programs. Currently, they rent
some of the rooms on different dates. We do not make a profit but cover
costs. We will have the option of using any of the rooms if we need them at
times the YMCA is not using them.
A few die hard rats have visited us again but the pest control company has
issued them eviction notices.
As Pastor Jerry Hambleton will be retiring the end of this year, a Search
Committee has been selected. Jerry Davis is the chairman.
Chris Parker has moved away to be near her children. We shall miss her
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very much. She has always been an active member of our fund raising committees and a good friend to all.
Always think of us in your wills if possible or other donations, we do try to
be fiscally responsible in our budget.
Sincerely,
Jane Warmack
Trustee Chairperson

Women’s Fellowship…
Women’s Fellowship met on June 6th for a brief meeting to approve the
budget.
Set up for the Ice Cream Social on July 4th is proceeding. Everyone remember to bring 2 pies.
We adjourned to Jane Warmack’s for lunch..
See you all the 4th. Have a great summer.
Kathy
**************************************

PASTORAL SEARCH COMMITTEE
The Pastoral Search Committee will meet on Sunday, July 16,
in the library following the church service.
Jerry Davis
Chairman

When it comes to chocolate, resistance is futile.
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What’s Happening at the Spillway?
Since you can’t drive by to see for yourself, we thought you might like a look at
these photos from the DWR website. (Note dates taken on photos)

June 21, 2017

Top of the spillway looking down. Note the 2 huge cranes.
June 21, 2017

June 19, 2017

Most of the lower portion of the old spillway has been removed and work
on preparing the foundation for a new section of spillway is progressing.

Middle of the spillway looking down.. 3rd large crane.at lower right.
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Mar. 1, 2017

Job of clearing out the debris progresses rapidly.
Feb. 27, 2017

Flows are being reduced prior to starting to rebuild the spillway.

Mar. 6, 2017

Barges are used to help in the clearing of debris from the diversion pool.

Where’s Melvin?
Feb. 27, 2017

Flow over the spillway has been halted. The huge debris field filling the
diversion pool is evident.

Church mouse Melvin is hiding somewhere in the pages of the
Chimes. Can you find him?
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Coming July 4th
THE ANNUAL GREAT AMERICAN

ICE CREAM SOCIAL
PIE
ICE CREAM
LEMONADE
ICED TEA
COFFEE

Feb. 27, 2017

Emergency spillway showing the large area cleared and the erosion
caused by the water flowing down the hillside.
The white area below the weir has been reinforced by rock and concrete.
***********************

HOW CHILDREN PERCEIVE THEIR
GRANDPARENTS
After putting her grandchildren to bed, a
grandmother changed into old slacks and a
droopy blouse and proceeded to wash her
hair. As she heard the children getting
more and more rambunctious, her patience
grew thin. Finally, she threw a towel
around her head and stormed into their
room, putting them back to bed with stern
warnings. As she left the room, she heard
the three-year-old say with a trembling
voice, “Who was that?”
Submitted by Jane Warmack

Join your neighbors for an old fashioned celebration of
our nations founding.

First Congregational Church
Corner of Bird and Oak Streets
in Downtown Oroville
2:00-4:30 pm
Tickets and Information: 533-2483
$5.00 Donation

RAFFLE
Tickets: $1.00 ea. or 6 for $5.00
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Monthly Financial Update
For the Month of June

Everything I need to know,
I learned from Noah's Ark

Approved annual budget for 2017–2018
$ 94,750.00
Budget needs for each week:
$ 1,822.12
Budget needs each month:
$ 7,895.83
_________________________________________________

1) Don't miss the boat.
2) Remember that we are all in the same boat!
3) Plan ahead. It wasn't raining when Noah built the Ark.

Income for the month:
Pledges, gifts & tithes:
Rental
Women’s Fellowship Tithe
Gardening

$
$
$
$

3,454.00
230.00
1,000.00
20.00

TOTAL INCOME FOR THE MONTH:

$

4,704.00

4) Stay fit. When you're 60 years old, someone may ask you to do
something really big.

BIRTHDAYS

5) Don't listen to critics; just get on with the job that needs to be done.
8
26

6) Build your future on high ground.

Richard Chamberlain
Shirley Stapp

ANNIVERSARIES
20
27

Richard and Jane Warmack
Lewis and Kathy Hardy

7) For safety's sake, travel in pairs.
8) Speed isn't always an advantage. The snails were on board with the
cheetahs.
9) When you're stressed, float awhile.
10) Remember, the Ark was built by amateurs; the Titanic by
professionals.
11) No matter the storm, when you are with God, there's always a
rainbow waiting.
Submitted by Jeannie Maes

Chimes Deadline will be Tues. July 25th.
Articles may be left in the Chimes box at the church office
or e-mail to adevol@comcast.net

